Custom Mortar Color at the Omni Nashville Hotel

The latest addition to the Music City's bustling epicenter, the Omni Nashville Hotel serves as the premier downtown accommodation for everyone from visiting tourists and business travelers to celebrities and local residents. Mason contractor Wasco Inc. incorporated natural brick and stone from the region using QUIKRETE Mortar to give the Omni Nashville Hotel a modern look that still reflects the city's distinct and authentic character.

Located in SoBro (the South of Broadway district) across from the 2.1-million-square-foot Music City Center and attached to the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum, the Omni Nashville Hotel has 800 rooms. Nearly 80 3,000-pound bulk bags of standard gray QUIKRETE Type S Mortar were used to lay the foundation blocks and 60 3,000-pound bulk bags of QUIKRETE Type N Mortar in a custom dark buff color helped accent interior and exterior stone and brick work. The QUIKRETE Mortars specified on the project are contractor-grade, factory blended materials containing the properly graded and proportioned masonry sand, masonry cement and other approved admixtures. In addition to meeting the requirements of ASTM C270 and C1714, the delivery of QUIKRETE Mortars through a bulk mortar silo system improved productivity and reduced labor costs on the project. [MAS]

For more information, visit www.quikrete.com.